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Abstract: Reusabili ty t ransfers software implementation into the selection problem :
we search across the avai lable reusable components, described by standard attributes
that capture their functional characteristic, to depict the one that is most appropr iate
or fulfills our software development needs to the greatest exte nt . One of the problems
in the process of selecting from the objects' repository lies in the fact t hat reusable
components usually do not match our requiremen ts perfectly. The central issue. the
refore is, how to measure the degree of adequacy of the chosen reusab le components?
In our article we propose one approach that incorporates the fuzzy sets theory and
fuzzy logic into reusable objects (Rcobjects) man agement systems. The main idea is to
establish one "template" Robject . based on expressed software implementat ion
demands, and to compute its belongings to different Rcobjects' sets formed according to
adopted R-objects classification. The measured values are in direct proportion to the
correctness of selected elements from each discrimination set . Incorporating this
method into the search algorithm enables quicker access to those R-objects that are
grouped together in a particular set as being very similar, and at the same time are
most adequate for embedding into software product under developmen t . Both the
creat ion of "template" Rcobject, based on object-oriented design, and the division of the
R-object repository into calssification sets are described in this article.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Requirements concerning software production, which are nowadays respected,
are mainly related to the enhancement of software quality and also to the time-saving
product ion of software. The use of software development methodology that deals with
the reuse approach can make a sign ificant contribution to higher Quality and
productivity. The reuse approach implies the reuse of existing solutions during the
development of new software systems. In general, exist ing solut ions are called reusa ble
objects.
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We may say that the reusability of products, processes and other knowledge is
one of the key aspect to achieving a rise in productivity and quality in software
production. Productivity should be increased especially in the implementation phase
using software components from the reusable repository rather than creating enti re
software systems from the beginning. Because the promise of software reusability is
great, there are several directions to research in this field . Some of the topics include a
sys temat ic approach to the reuse process, organization and implementation of reusable
components and software libraries, the principle of composition and generation
technologies, language-based systems , application generators and transformation
systems. For the purposes of ou r research described in this paper, we rest ricted
ourselves tQ the organization of reusable software libraries and developmen t of the
reusable object management tool. Our basic assumption is that a small percen tage of
software is unique or innovat ive. The remaining software can be reused from exist ing
software products. Some reuse models enable the building of new software from
existing ones by applying auto mated tools. We adopted this model as a basic viewpoint
of our research, but included an expert system that facilitates the process of reusable
components' re trieval nod selection, which is , in our opinion, t he best solution for this
kind of problem. The chosen reuse component, the output from an expe rt system (E8 ),
represents the input to anot her module of an automated tool t ha t does not include
artificial intelligence and can be considered convent ional. We call this mod ule the
reusable object retrieval tool. This tool tailors the chosen reusable component a nd
builds it into a new software solution.

One of the crucial problems in reuse-based methodologies is t he se lection and
creat ion of reuse ca ndidates and also how to incorporate them in to the new
environment . In this paper, a knowledge-based model for the selection of the reuse
ca nd idates and an automated tool for tailoring and integration are described . In the
context of these solut ions , we included fuzzy logic in some aspects of the reusable
process . The reusable approach to the development and maintenance of software
systems includes several very important attributes an d criteria that do not have
precise values. This is the main reason to use fuzzy concepts in our conside rations .

2. FRAMEWORK FOR REUSABILITY

The reuse of existing exper ience an d knowled ge is a akey aspect to progress in
uny discipline. especially in software enginee ring. From our viewpoint reuse in a
process of employing knowledge that has bee n compiled through previous expe r ience.
We consider three different types of reuse:

• reuse of knowledge that exists solely in people (in formal knowledge )
• reuse of plans or procedures: e.g. how to perform certain activities or how to

st ructu re and document certain products (schernat ized knowledge)
• reuse of tools and products tproducn zed knowledge)

Reuse-oriented software development assumes that, given a project's spec ific
requirements X' for an object X, we consider reusing an already existing object X"
instead of creat ing X from the beginning. Reuse involves identifying a se t of reuse
candidates XI, ...X .. fmm an experience base, evaluating their potential for satisfying >..."
select ing the best-suited candidate X" and , if requ ired , modifying the selected candidate
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There has been a long-standing desire in computer science to find a way to
collect and use libraries of standard software components. Un fo rtu nately, there has
been only limited success in actually doing this . The lack of success stems not from any
resistance to the idea, or from any lack of t rying, bu t rather from the difficulty of
choosing an appropriate formalism to represent components.

The biggest problem one faces when developing a formalization for
components is that there are many different kinds of things that it would be beneficial
to express as components. Essentially, any kind of knowledge shared between distinct
programs is a candidate to becoming a reusable compone nt . Many properties are
required of a formali zat ion in order for it to be an effect ive representation for reusable
components:

• e xp ressiveness - t he formalism must he capable of expressi ng as many different
kinds of compone nts as possible;

• co n ven ien t comb inab ility - the methods of combining compone nts must be
easy to implement and the properties of combining should be evident from t he
properties of the parts ;

• se m a n tic sou nd ness - the formalism must be based on a mathematical
foundation that allows cor rectness cond itions to he stated for the library of
compone nts;

• machine m anipulabili ty - it must be possible to manipulate the formalism
effectively us ing computer tools;

• p rogram m ing langua ge indepe ndence - t he formalism should not be
dependent on the syntax of any particular programming language.

It is not sufficient for a formalism to be merely capable of representing a given
component, but a formal ization must be able to represent the component in a
straightforward way. A firm semantic basis is needed for a good formal ization so that it
is poss ible to be certai n what a given component represents and certain that the
combinat ion process preserves the key properties of the components .

In order to he able to deal effectively with a larg-e reusable component library,
we developed a tool to support the automat ic selection and modification of compone nts.

3. THE REUSABLE OBJECT MAl\IAGEMENT SYSTEM MODEL

The reusab le object mamagement syste m described in thi s article is made up of
the following modules:

• expert system (with user-system interface, a knowledge base that consists of a
frame base and u rule base, forward chaining: inference mechani sm)

• reusable object library management tool
• reusab le object repository
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Interaction and relationships between these three modules are shown on Fig. 1.

The task of the reusable object management system is the selection , tailoring
and integration of reusable components into new software products. The selection
process is performed by an expert system that based on user requirements and needed
reusable object speciflcntio ns searches the knowledge base for the most appropriate
reusable cand ida tes . The result of the expert system run is the reco mmendat ion of a
reusable objectta j in the form of keywordts ) that is passed over to the automated
reusable object retrieval tool . This tool then searches the reusable object repository and
finds the appropriate reusable objec t and browses the rela ted in format ion.
Furthermore, this tool enables the access to relevant data files that contain add it ional
information about selected reusable components . T his information allows for correct
fu rt her implementat ion of the reused object into the new environment. The foundation
of the reusable object repository is a special kind of database system which sto res the
at tribute s of every reusable software component. All info rmation in the repository
(library) is maintained by the libra ry management syste m. In general, several types of
soft ware components can be entered into the repository. including functi ons .
procedu res, packages and programs. These compone nts may be written in any
language. We emphasize fun ctions written in C la ngu age as reusable components.
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The reusable object retrieval tool is based on t he hash algorithm as a usefu l
technique to man age the insertion , deletion an d access of reusabl e elements in t he
repository . It is an efficient data maintena nce methodology implemented by building a
table of pointers (cal led the hash table) t hat points into the repository. A mathematical
funct ion (cal led the hashing fun ction ) translates each element to be store..ed in the
database into a number. This number is then used as an index into t he hash table
which contains at t his address a pointer to the cleme nt's location in the reposito ry.

All the information about reusable objects is stored in the dictionary table,
including:

• the name of the person who created the reusable object ;
• the name of the person who modified the reusable object defi nition las tly;
• where the source code of the reusable object is stored ;
• where is the reusable object declaration (header file) stored ;
• an example of usage;
• ANSI prototype (with form al parameters );
• the descript ion of each of t he parameters;
• type of the returned value;
• maximum five keywords of related reusable objects.

The definition tab le contains variable-length reusable object definitions. Each
record in the dictionary table points to a location in the definition tabl e corresponding
to the starting location of the definition .

4. KNOWLEDGE·BASED APPROACH
AND FUZZY LOGIC IN REUSABILITY

Effective reuse of software designs requires a collection of good design
components and knowledge about how to locate and combine appropriate components
into a particular software design . Indeed, experienced knowledge engineers generally
bene fit from t his kind of expertise. Other studies indicate large differences in the
abilities of different software developers an d a number of tech niques have been
proposed to take the best advantage of the more experienced software engineers. The
application of expert system technology to software engineering is one mechanism
through which the reusability of software components might be achieved. By encodi ng
and abstracting the expertise of exper ienced software enginee rs into knowledge bases,
their expertise can be made readily available to non-expert system developers .

Using expert sys tems technology, we can recommend seve ral reusable objects
as a su itable solution for users' dem ands. Recommended R-objects consti tute a set of all
adequate solut ions . This set is a subset of our repository of several hundred R-objects,
and by itself may have quite a lot of acceptable R-objects as elements. Consequently,
furthe r evaluation and selection among already chosen Robjecta is necessary. It is
based on three assumpt ions :

• different users of ou r system have different experience ;
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• several R·objects have similar attributes in one subset of the repository;
• the repository of R-objects is very large.

According to the above assumptions, we have selected those characteristic of
R-objects that are important for decid ing which is t he most adequate R-object . Being
"adequate" is obviously a fuzzy concept and for its description we have chosen three
attributes: R-object's s ize. R-object 's complexity and quality of the R-objcct's
documentation . These characte rist ics establish the R-object template describ ing the
ideal solution: the smallest and simples t one, with the best documentat ion.
Unfortuna te ly, in most cases , reusers have their own cr iteria t hat are based on their
expe rience of the above-mentioned t hree characteristics, and the conseque nce of this
fact is t hat reusera' experien ce level can be viewed as a fuzzy modifier of the chosen
attributes. The basic problem is that "adequate" as a main characteristic of the chosen
Rcobject is determined based on criteria that are without precise values. We solved this
problem using the fuzzy set theory as a general way to evaluate R-objects' adequacy.

The first characte ristic, the size of the R-object , is measured with numbers of
lines of code, as a met ric. Conside ring that al l of our R-objects are implemented in C
language. and using the general principles of the software met rics described in 17}. we
received three different membership distributions of the fuzzy set "small code size",
shown in Table 1.

The fuzziness of the concept "small" determines an S-shaped curve. In our
case. we conside r reuse experience as a fuzzy modifier t hat determines a transition
region of fuzzy funct ions, as illustrated on Fig. 2.

R-object complexity as a second characteristic depends on the number of
modules in the concrete R-object and the number of links used to get to the final
solution in the software development process . R-object documen tation qual ity is of
great importance to novice reusers, because good documentation decreases the reuse
effort of novice programmer.

In the fuzzy theory, when more than one fuzzy set is in use (as in ou r case) , t he
degree of membership is obtained by one of three possible ways:

• taking the minimum/maximum (and/or operato r );
• combination of evidence (comb operator);
• pooling by taking the average (poll operato r) .

Table 1: Membership distributions of the fuzzy set "small code size"

LEVEL OF REUSER EXPERIENCE - EXPERT

Numbers of Jines 150 135 120 105 90 75 60 45 30
degree of 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0
membershi
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LEVEL OF REUSER EXPERIENCE · AVERAm;

Numbers of lines 120 105 90 75 60 45 30 15
degree of 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.0
membership

LEVEL OF REUSER EXPERIENCE · NOVICE

Numbers of lines 90 75 60 45 30 15
degree of 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.0
membershi

199

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Figure 2 : Membership function of the fuzzy concept "small number of code lines"

For the fuzzy approach in reusabil ity we used the "and "operator. If the
operator is "and ", the operation is to take the minimum degree of membersh ip:

The degrees of membership for three different levels of reuser experience are
summarized in the following table:
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Table 2 : Different values of membership function

experience EXPERT AVERAGE NOVICE

attrib ute
S IZE 0.9 0.6 0.2
COMPLEXITY 0.7 0.6 0.2
DOCUMENTATION 0.8 0.5 0.2

As can be seen, t he ranking of the same Robject gives different results . Each
experience category has its own threshold, and as a consequence, the same R-object
may or may not be accepted as appropriate.

5. PARADIGM FOR REPRESENTING REUSABLE OBJECTS

The major question pertammg to knowledge-based systems is that of
kn owledge representation , i.e . how to represent the facts that reside in t he knowledge
base. This is a critical issue since the manipulation of knowledge, i.e. the kinds of
inferences that ca n be made from the kn owledge base, depend directly upon this
structure. In this section we formulated t he features of qual ity and demands on
knowledge representation components in ES for reusable object classifica t ion . The
advantages of the frame representation paradigm are pointed out. The presented
so lut ion was reali zed in EXSYS Professional shell.

Frames suggested by Marvin Minsky in 1975 are becoming more and more
important because of their excellent possibilities to create a well organized knowledge
base. Frame is a genera lized fra mework of some sit uation which is adapted to a cur rent
situat ion by changing certain details . As a structure , the frame can be viewed as a set of
slots, some of whi ch contain fixed data about the frame and therefore never change and
some of whi ch conta in default values which can be overridden by specific data
differentiating the current sit uat ion from the generic frame. Also included in the
notion of a frame are other kinds of related information such as how to use the frame,
what action can take place in the frame and what effects these ac tions ca n have . The
main function of a frame system is to provide a retrieval capability for matching frames
with "reality" or some partial description thereof. Frames are a good way of
representing descriptive information. The organizat ion of frames allows for efficient
search because there is immediate access to re levant information. Frames also provide
a nat ural method for representing hierarchies of information and allowing the
inheritance or values through ISA and AKO slots.

We ca me to the conclusion that it would be useful to create a hybrid knowledge
representa tion scheme combining frames with production rules . In such a scheme slots
represent the kn owledge of facts respect ively poi nti ng subframes whereas the expert
kn owledge for so lving the selection task is integrated into the frames by production
rules .
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The frame syst em has some appealing chara cte rist ic wit h regard to the
reusable object management problem. First it supplies a mechan ism for linki ng user
problem descriptions with ac tual model and data instances assu ming a suitable frame
reusable object representation. Secondly, frames may be appropriate as a
representation vehicle for the reusability environment : each fra me consists of a set of
slots characterist ica lly representing features of the objec t, pointing to subframes or
conta ining comments.

5.1. Expert system inference process

The reusable object management system discussed in the previous section goes
through two different stages. In the first stage, the diagnostic phase, the current
programming envi ro nment state is determined and a corresponding reusable object is
selected. In the second st age, t he control ph ase, t he reusable object libra ry management
tool is activated that incor porates the selecte d object into a programming environment .

The central func tio n of the expert system is to cons truct an abst raction model ,
"template", that corresponds to the user specifica tion and will support the retrieval of a
reusable object from the reusable object repository. The knowledge about reusable
objects is organized into abstraction hie rarchies. This permits t he shar ing of common
component features in abstract parent nodes and facilitates the user's navigation
t hrough t he component libra ry and the select ion of desi red compo nents.

The vehicle proposed herein for reusable object representation is the object
abstraction. It resembles the frame concept. In general, the system operates by
accept ing a user problem state ment. const ructi ng a frame of the problem statement ,
pattern mat ching the problem frame against t he frame library to de te rmine which
objects I data are candidates for invoking/retrieving. and t hen the sys tem calculates the
adequacy degree of each candidate as a fuzzy variable. Only those candidates that have
high adequacy degrees will be invoked/retrieved form the repository . The actual
problem solving is generating a job st ream whi ch, when executed. will run the
automated library management tool.

Concerning the diagnostic phase, the inference mechanism in principle ca n be
characteri zed as forward classification on the basis of a breath fi rst top down search.
Ut ilizing the derivation rules we tried to determine the subframe on the next lower
level that fu lfills the implemented hypothesis with the highest pre fere nce. The values
of preference called certainty fact ors (CF) values are calculated using the functions V
and Y:

where: F· name of the frame
i · index of the function, i= I, ...,/
n - number of features in the given function. Nm
mj . features of the type ej. character izing the programming sta te and stored in

a dynamic reusable object repository
z - CF values, from -100 to 100
k • number of subframes directly linked with F
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YF, ' Y" ' 41 + V . i = 1,2, ... •1, • F ,l

yF,. =la, •...•altl

YF ,O :::: 10,... .0 )

Each production rul e combines a function V representing a certain reusable
object with a preference vector t ha n can he used for testing the membership of a
subframe. In ' this way every subframe on a given level is assigned a preference value
from euch production ru le. Performing the recursive Yall CF values are added step by
ste p for each subframe. Those Rcobjecta that are represented by frames with CF greater
then the predefi ned threshold are processed in order to determine their adequacy for
fi nal reuse . If no suhframe can he verified (because all CF values are too low) the
in ference process is interrupted and a message is given to the decision maker. The
production rules used in in ferenci ng the possible candidates for reusab ility are of the
following form :

If F .slol : value

THEN CF( F ) = CF+ increment

whe re instead of elot we have the exact slot name and instead of value there are
concrete values (for example , F.AKO=password rout ines or F,FUNCT ION =rcad, etc.).
Before calling the procedure that activates the reusable compo nent retrieval tool with
se lected keywords as parameters, some rul es that de te rmine the adequacy of each R·
object for a particular user are invoked. Because of that, each user is asked about his
experience level (novice. regular user, expert). The rules triggered in this process have
the following form:

IF EXP ~:HIENCE L~:VEL = novice
AND SIZElf l =smnll
AND COMPLEXITY(F) = simple
AND DOCUM QUALlTY(f'') = excellent
T il EN ADEQUACY(F) ~ hi.h

•

IF CF(F) > T lI ltESIIOLU
AND ADEQUACY(F) • high
T IH:N APPLY plF.NAME)

After terminat ing the diagnosis phase t he inference procedure switches ove r to
t he con trol phase.

6. CONCLUSION

The reusable object management system described in this article usee a unique
approach to reusability, based on the integrat ion of benefits from t he expert system's
classi ficat ion of reuenble objects that include fuzzy concepts with automa ted retrieval
und integration supported by the rvueabk- object repository management tool. This
system is an integr al part of the software development lire cycle and we expect a
significant improvement in t he software developmen t process. The result of applying
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our system is a more automated, reliable and product ive method fo r deve loping
softwa re products, especially due to the incorporation of fuzzy logic in reusable
candidate adequacy assess ment. Reuse components may be accessed during the coding
phase, and a result of this is a reduct ion in the time and cost associated with software
development . Further research efforts in this area cover the inclusion of R-objects
written in different programming lan guages and of different types (not on ly functions)
into the repository, the evaluation of overall system performance and invest igation of
the usefulness and possibilities for fuzzification of the candidate R-object identification
phase.
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